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ACT I - THE SIXTH PSALM

VIRGINIA (20s, wearing a nun’s habit) is kneeling

in a small, spartan cell, praying before an open

book.

VIRGINIA

"... Have mercy on me, Lord, for I am faint. Heal me,

Lord, for my bones are in agony."

Livia (younger than Virginia, also a nun) enters.

LIVIA

What are you doing? It’s not time for Vespers yet.

VIRGINIA

We don’t need a reason to pray; we’re nuns. "My soul is

in deep anguish. How long, Lord, how long?"

LIVIA

Oh.

VIRGINIA

"Turn, Lord, and deliver me; save me because of your

unfailing love."

LIVIA

Seriously? The sixth psalm?

VIRGINIA

"Among the dead no one proclaims your name. Who praises

you from the grave?"

LIVIA

What have you done?

VIRGINIA

I don’t know what you mean.

LIVIA

You’re saying one of the penitential psalms. So I’m

assuming you are penitent. Doing penance. You only do

penance when you’ve sinned - and you hardly ever sin.

VIRGINIA

That’s not true; I ... never mind, I’m not going to

play games with you. I’m going to pray.

"I am worn out from my groaning. All night long I flood

my bed with weeping and drench my couch with tears. My

eyes grow weak with sorrow ..."
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LIVIA

It must have been bad. What have you done? What sin

have you committed? So what did my perfect older sister

do?

VIRGINIA

That is not the only occasion for saying the

penitential psalms. One might choose to --

LIVIA

One might choose to perform someone else’s penance. I

see.

VIRGINIA

I offered.

LIVIA

Of course you did. So the inquisition has handed down

its findings.

VIRGINIA

Yes.

LIVIA

And they did not find in Galileo’s favour.

VIRGINIA

He is our father.

LIVIA

They did not find in ’his’ favour.

VIRGINIA

No.

LIVIA

Has he been flogged? Jailed?

VIRGINIA

House arrest.

LIVIA

And penance. The seven penitential psalms.

VIRGINIA

Yes. He’s been ordered to say them every week for three

years.

LIVIA

Did he ask you to say his penance for him?
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VIRGINIA

No.

She hands her sister a letter.

Of course not.

LIVIA

(reading and commenting)

Short, like all his letters. "My dearest daughter --"

Hmm. "You will be eager for news of my fate ..."

without even the niceties of pretending to be

interested in your welfare. Or mine. But you are, of

course, the dearest daughter, and I am only the other

one.

VIRGINIA

But you never --

LIVIA

(reading and commenting)

"I will keep you in suspense no longer. The sentence

has been as follows ..." Mmm ... I see. "I know I can

rely on your unfailing love, your support and your

kindness." Asking for something, like all his letters.

I thought so.

VIRGINIA

He didn’t ask me to --

LIVIA

Clever way of asking. But he could do his own penance.

VIRGINIA

I don’t mind. And I’ve spoken to the Mother Superior

about formally receiving permission for me to say it

instead of him.

LIVIA

He should do his own penance.

VIRGINIA

It is an unjust penance.

LIVIA

Did you just call the Pope unjust?

VIRGINIA

No.

LIVIA

The cardinals?
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VIRGINIA

No.

LIVIA

The inquisition of the pope and the cardinals?

VIRGINIA

No, of course not.

LIVIA

That is what it sounded like.

VIRGINIA

Don’t start trying to --

LIVIA

You can’t have it both ways. Either Galileo is innocent

and the church is unjust --

VIRGINIA

You can’t say things --

LIVIA

-- or he is guilty an the church is justified.

VIRGINIA

It’s not a simple as that. You know that there were

reasons why the Holy Father --

LIVIA

The church has said we must choose between the faith of

Christ and the theories of Galileo.

VIRGINIA

Firstly, they’re not even his theories! Copernicus was

saying the same thing years ago.

LIVIA

Copernicus wasn’t --

VIRGINIA

Secondly, they have said that his manner of discussion

was not in keeping with the theoretical nature of his

arguments.

LIVIA

That was just their excuse to shut him up. Don’t be

naive.

VIRGINIA

No, you don’t be naive. Had he been less ...

confrontational towards the Holy Father --
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LIVIA

You mean less insulting.

VIRGINIA

-- he may not have found himself in this position now.

LIVIA

Of course he would have. He’s insisting that the earth

turns around the sun and not the sun around the earth.

That goes against years of church doctrine --

VIRGINIA

Assumption.

LIVIA

What?

VIRGINIA

Assumptions and presuppositions by people within the

church are not the same as church doctrine.

LIVIA

Whatever. Galileo speaks and people feel the ground

shifting underneath them.

VIRGINIA

Well, it is, literally! We’re spinning around and

around and turning around the sun and --

LIVIA

You know what I mean.

VIRGINIA

Yes.

LIVIA

People are feeling their faith threatened. It doesn’t

matter how he says it, people who feel their

foundations are threatened will be angry. And it’s not

just their faith that’s threatened - it’s their sense

of self, of being important or significant in the

universe. That is what is under threat.

VIRGINIA

Maybe. But that is not father’s fault. These are not

his theories. This is Copernican theory, it was

Copernicus who first proposed it. And Copernicus wasn’t

excommunicated or sanctioned or anything. So it can’t

be a threat to faith.

LIVIA

Okay.
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VIRGINIA

You said ’their’.

LIVIA

Where?

VIRGINIA

No, their, you said ’their faith’. What about your

faith?

LIVIA

I don’t need Galileo to tell me that I’m insignificant

in the universe; I know that all too well anyway.

VIRGINIA

But you’re --

LIVIA

I’m okay with being insignificant. If you want to try

and convince yourself of your own importance by saying

penance for an old heretic, then that’s your choice,

but --

VIRGINIA

He is brilliant --

LIVIA

Hmm.

VIRGINIA

And that’s not what I’m doing.

LIVIA

Mmm hmm.

VIRGINIA

And I am going to continue praying. "My eyes grow weak

with sorrow; they fail because of all my foes. Away

from me, all you who do evil ..."

LIVIA

Hint not taken.

VIRGINIA

"For the Lord has heard my weeping. The Lord has heard

my cry for mercy; the Lord accepts my prayer."

LIVIA

At least God likes one of us, then.

VIRGINIA

"All my enemies will be overwhelmed with shame and

anguish ..."
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LIVIA

I think I understand.

VIRGINIA

What? Copernican theory? Have you solved the issue of

parallax? Because if not, please allow me to continue

--

LIVIA

You keep talking about parallax. I don’t even know what

that means. So you might as well --

VIRGINIA

It means --

LIVIA

That wasn’t supposed to be a request for a lecture.

VIRGINIA

(ignoring her)

If the earth revolves around a fixed point --

LIVIA

The sun.

VIRGINIA

Right, the sun. If the earth revolves around a fixed

point and we are on that earth measuring the stars,

then it doesn’t make sense that the stars seem to us to

stay where they are.

LIVIA

See, I still don’t understand.

VIRGINIA

It’s like this.

She gets an audience member to stand up.

Let’s imagine that this person is the sun.

She gets another person to stand up.

And let’s imagine that this person is the earth.

LIVIA

Us.

VIRGINIA

Yes.

She gets another person to stand up.

This person can be Venus.

One more person.

(MORE)
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VIRGINIA (cont’d)
And this person can be the North star. And up until

recently, it was thought that the earth was still and

the sun and planets and stars moved around it. Like

this.

She gets them to move in that pattern.

But if it happens to be true that the sun is fixed -

LIVIA

Like Galileo believes.

VIRGINIA

Like father believes, yes, if that is true, then this

is happening.

The sun is still and the North star is still, and

the earth moves.

But in this scenario, the earth sees the north star in

a different position as it rotates around the sun. The

north star seems to move. Right? That is what you

observe?

Confirm this with the person being the ’earth’.

So why don’t we, on earth, observe the North star move

in the sky? Why don’t we see it in a different position

every night?

LIVIA

I don’t know. Why don’t we?

VIRGINIA

Well, that’s a good question - that’s the question of

parallax. Copernicus would say --

LIVIA

Oh my goodness, can’t we just skip to where you tell me

the answer?

VIRGINIA

Copernicus would say that it’s because the stars are so

far away. Like imagine if the north star were so far

away, that it looked like it was in the same place,

even when the earth was moving around the sun?

LIVIA

The north star would have to be in the next room.

VIRGINIA

Or the next town.
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LIVIA

That’s ridiculous! For that to be true, the stars would

have to be ... a million miles away!

VIRGINIA

Or more.

LIVIA

That is absolutely ... no wonder the church said ...

VIRGINIA

Or ...

LIVIA

Or?

VIRGINIA

Or, maybe there is another solution. What if the sun

moves around the earth, but Venus and other planets

move around the sun? Then, from the earth, we see the

north star the same all the time. Which is what we

observe.

She gets the people to demonstrate.

LIVIA

That makes more sense.

VIRGINIA

Right.

LIVIA

But is that what Galileo is saying?

VIRGINIA

(to the ’volunteers’)

You can sit down. Thank you for your service.

LIVIA

Is it?

VIRGINIA

Not exactly ...

LIVIA

It’s not?!

VIRGINIA

Father believes in the other thing I showed you, the

sun being still and the earth moving around it. But

there’s a Danish astronomer called Tycho Brahe --
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LIVIA

Danish?! You’re taking a Danishman’s side against fath

-- Galileo?

VIRGINIA

I’m not taking his side!

LIVIA

You just said it made more sense. The sun goes around

the earth, Venus goes around --

VIRGINIA

And Jupiter and Mars and Saturn.

LIVIA

Right, they go around the sun.

VIRGINIA

It fits what we know.

LIVIA

But it’s not what ’he’ is saying.

VIRGINIA

Not exactly.

LIVIA

Right. And let me ask you a question.

VIRGINIA

I think I’d like to keep praying.

LIVIA

One question. What would he say if he knew what you

thought? Would he feel betrayed by his own flesh and

blood?

VIRGINIA

Of course I’m not betraying --

LIVIA

I’m not asking whether you are betraying him. I’m

asking whether he would feel betrayed. You learned

astronomy from him, took measurements for him, wrote

out all his papers and formulas. He would probably feel

hurt if he knew that you liked that Danish person

better.

VIRGINIA

I’m going to keep praying.
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LIVIA

Okay, you do that. That’s easier to understand than

parallels.

VIRGINIA

Parallax.

LIVIA

Whatever. At least I understand about you praying his

penance.

VIRGINIA

I thought you said you didn’t think I should do it.

LIVIA

I don’t think you should. But maybe performing penance

on behalf of someone else, particularly that someone

else, is all we ever do, anyway. We are stuck here --

VIRGINIA

It is our privilege to be here.

LIVIA

We are here because we are the product of an affair.

Someone else’s sin.

VIRGINIA

That’s not why we --

LIVIA

We spend our days and nights praying for and tending to

the needs of people.

VIRGINIA

What’s the problem with --

LIVIA

People who would not be needy if the merchants and the

wealthy of the town performed their duties.

VIRGINIA

Maybe, but --

LIVIA

We bear the sin of the world.

VIRGINIA

That is blasphemy!

LIVIA

It is the truth! We are the appeasement of conscience

for the rich and important men of the world.
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VIRGINIA

You’re just upset. It will pass. You could pray as

well.

She turns a page in the book in front of her.

LIVIA

Who are you praying for?

VIRGINIA

Our father.

LIVIA

Who art in heaven?

VIRGINIA

Yes. I mean, no. We pray to God for father. He - God -

doesn’t need our prayers.

LIVIA

If God doesn’t need our prayers, why pray?

VIRGINIA

Our father, our earthly father, Galileo Galilei, needs

our prayers.

LIVIA

Let him pray for his own salvation.

VIRGINIA

Sister Angelica!

LIVIA

My name is Livia.

VIRGINIA

You took the name Angelica when you took your vows. You

chose it.

LIVIA

I didn’t choose any of this.

VIRGINIA

You said you wanted it. You could have ...

LIVIA

What could either of us have done at the age of eleven?

I choose to be Livia. The name Livia is mine, my

birthright, and all that is left of the life outside of

here.
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VIRGINIA

Maybe if you could see the Divine blessing in being

here --

LIVIA

Blessing? Freezing in winter and melting in summer,

stifling all the time? Poverty, chastity and obedience

for ever and ever, amen? You call that blessing?

VIRGINIA

It’s for our good.

LIVIA

Ginny, honestly.

VIRGINIA

My name is Sister Maria Celeste.

LIVIA

You were born Virginia.

VIRGINIA

And I choose to be Maria Celeste. Sister Maria Celeste

is who I want to be. Maria for --

LIVIA

I know, I know, Maria for the mother of our Lord, and

Celeste for the celestial beings, the stars above us.

And when the Holy father tells you that the blessed

virgin Mary and your beloved celestial beings do not

agree, who will you choose?

VIRGINIA

Who will you choose?

LIVIA

If I could, I would choose neither. What have they to

offer me?

VIRGINIA

You want neither science nor church? Will you become a

Protestant?

LIVIA

I’m not a heathen. I pray. I confess. I take light from

the stars and warmth from the sun. Why should I owe

anything more to anyone?

VIRGINIA

You owe me something for not telling the Mother

Superior all the blasphemous things you say. If I did,

you’d have some penance of your own to be saying.
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Livia shrugs and Virginia continues to pray.

"All my enemies will be overwhelmed with shame and

anguish; they will turn back and suddenly be put to

shame."
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ACT 2 - THE THIRTY-SECOND PSALM

Virginia is kneeling in a small, spartan cell,

praying before an open book.

VIRGINIA

"... my bones wasted away through my groaning all day

long. For day and night, your hand was heavy on me."

Enter Livia, dirt covering her hands.

VIRGINIA

"My strength was sapped as in the heat of summer."

LIVIA

Have you tried a tonic? I could make you one.

VIRGINIA

Can I just finish praying without any of your childish

jokes?

Livia tries to brush the dirt from her hands.

LIVIA

The arrowroot is prepared. The belladonna has dried and

the quinine bark will soon be ready. I can make you any

kind of tonic you like.

Virginia stands and picks up a rag, which she uses

to clean Livia’s hands.

VIRGINIA

You’ve learned a lot from Sister Giovanna.

LIVIA

I thought I liked growing the herbs, but I also like

preparing them and crushing them and making the

elixirs.

VIRGINIA

The Mother Superior chose well for you when she sent

you to work with Sister Giovanna.

LIVIA

Smell.

She takes some small herb stems from her pocket.

Aren’t they delicious? You can just feel the humours

balancing.

VIRGINIA

You’re practically a physician.
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Livia pulls her hands away and turns her back on

her sister.

What?

LIVIA

Don’t you ever wish that we could have studied?

VIRGINIA

We have studied, with our father, who is now the most

famous astronomer of the modern age. And since we

arrived here we have learned --

LIVIA

I mean, at university.

VIRGINIA

University?

LIVIA

It’s not such a strange idea. You know mathematics and

things, if we weren’t nuns, you could study about

astronomy, and I could study medicine.

VIRGINIA

What difference does it make? Knowledge is knowledge,

and we have that. We get more chance to access

knowledge here in the convent than we would if we were

married and trying to run households. Besides, we could

never have gone to a university anyway. We are --

LIVIA

Women, I know. But Galileo --

VIRGINIA

You can’t blame him for this. He isn’t responsible for

keeping women out of universities.

LIVIA

No. I suppose not. But --

VIRGINIA

So ...

She kneels again.

"Then I acknowledged my sin to you and did not cover up

my iniquity. I said, ’I will confess my transgressions

to the Lord.’ And you forgave the guilt of my sin."

LIVIA

It’s not a sin!
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VIRGINIA

We’ve talked about this. He doesn’t think so, but he

has been ordered to do penance.

LIVIA

I don’t mean him.

VIRGINIA

What do you mean?

LIVIA

I mean me. I want to learn more. And study medicine.

And perform dissections. And be a doctor. And that’s

not a sin.

VIRGINIA

No, it’s not.

LIVIA

So why can’t I have those things? Since the day I

arrived here, I have done what I was told --

VIRGINIA

Well, sort of ...

LIVIA

I have prayed and fasted and scrubbed and hoed and

served and now I want something and I can’t have it.

Ever.

VIRGINIA

Sister Giovanna does the same work as a physician -

more, even. It’s her tinctures and elixirs that cure

people, not the physicians’ opinions. And you’re

learning from her. That tonic you made for father last

winter was --

LIVIA

For Galileo?

VIRGINIA

I mean, for me, that tonic was --

LIVIA

You sent it to Galileo?

VIRGINIA

I didn’t think you would do it for him.

LIVIA

You were right.
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VIRGINIA

So I sent it to him.

LIVIA

I can’t believe you --

VIRGINIA

He thinks I made it.

LIVIA

You told him you made it?

VIRGINIA

Well, I let him think I did.

LIVIA

You lied?

VIRGINIA

I did penance afterwards.

LIVIA

But he he doesn’t know I made it?

VIRGINIA

No, but ... I thought you would prefer it that way.

Wouldn’t you prefer him not to know?

LIVIA

Maybe, but you didn’t ask.

VIRGINIA

I did what I thought was best.

LIVIA

You stole it from me.

VIRGINIA

I’m sorry.

LIVIA

Doesn’t the eighth commandment say --

VIRGINIA

I didn’t mean to --

LIVIA

I suppose it doesn’t matter much. I’m allowed to treat

peasants and nuns and give my medicines away. But then

the physician sees the rich people, gives the same

tonic, and gets the pay and gets the glory.

Meanwhile, Sister Giovanna and I live in these cells.

Anonymous. Hot in summer, cold in winter, and --
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VIRGINIA

So do you want the pay and the glory or do you want the

knowledge and the honest work?

LIVIA

Why do they have to be separate things? Why can’t I

have it all?

VIRGINIA

I don’t know, but we don’t seem to be able to. And if

you have to choose, which one do you want?

LIVIA

It doesn’t matter what I want, because whatever I want,

I can’t have.

VIRGINIA

That’s not true.

LIVIA

I can’t --

VIRGINIA

Sister Giovanna, and you, are bringing healing and life

to the people of this town. You are bringing honour to

yourself and glory to God. You want more than that?

LIVIA

Yes.

VIRGINIA

What do you want?

LIVIA

I want people to flock to me to cure their illnesses. I

want to be known as a learned, wise person. I want --

VIRGINIA

You want to be Jesus.

LIVIA

What? No I don’t! I just want to be knowledgeable and

rich and famous.

VIRGINIA

Not asking for much, then.

LIVIA

I want the power of life and death.

VIRGINIA

But --
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LIVIA

And to use it for good.

VIRGINIA

You do. In a small way, you do.

LIVIA

Well, I want it to be bigger. And the only reason it

can’t be is because I’m a woman.

VIRGINIA

That’s not why.

LIVIA

Of course it’s why I can’t be a doctor or --

VIRGINIA

No, that’s not what I mean. True, you can’t be a

doctor. But your power, your true power, isn’t limited

because you’re a woman. It’s limited because we don’t

know everything yet about the human body. Only God

does. For now.

LIVIA

True, but --

VIRGINIA

You’re limited because you can’t be everywhere. Nobody

can.

LIVIA

But if I were a man --

VIRGINIA

If you were a man, you might have more. More fame, more

money. But not necessarily more power. Power isn’t

always measured correctly. You forget, too, there’s

power here.

She passes her sister a rosary.

LIVIA

You’re a good woman. Sometimes I wish I could be like

you.

VIRGINIA

Well, you could maybe try --

LIVIA

Only sometimes. Because the rest of the time, it feels

like you’re trying to make the best of a bad situation.
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VIRGINIA

Right.

LIVIA

Do you never want more?

VIRGINIA

This life is what I have wanted since I was a little

girl.

LIVIA

That doesn’t answer the question.

VIRGINIA

I am happy here. I don’t feel like I need to be more

significant or more important or --

LIVIA

That still doesn’t answer the question.

VIRGINIA

We do good and that is enough.

LIVIA

That --

VIRGINIA

I know, I have not answered your question. I do not

even know what I would want, I don’t know if there is

anything that I could want, apart from this life.

After an awkward pause, Virginia returns to prayer

and Livia continues to scrub at her hands.

"Therefore, let all the faithful pray to you while you

may be found..."
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ACT 3 - THE THIRTY-EIGHTH PSALM

Virginia is kneeling in a small, spartan cell. She

in praying in front of an open book. Livia is

lying on a bed, reading a book.

VIRGINIA

"All my longings lie open before you, Lord; my sighing

is not hidden from you. My heart pounds, my strength

fails me; even the light has gone from my eyes. My

friends and companions avoid me because of my wounds

..."

LIVIA

That’s not why I avoid you.

VIRGINIA

You’re not avoiding me now. You’re trying to pick a

fight. "My neighbours stay far away."

LIVIA

Oh, my God, I wish I could stay far away from you.

VIRGINIA

"Those who want to kill me set their traps, those who

would harm me talk of my ruin; all day long they scheme

and lie."

LIVIA

If you were God himself I would still be mad at you

right now.

VIRGINIA

I don’t care if you don’t want to write the letter, but

don’t say blasphemous things like that.

LIVIA

Blasphemy? You want to accuse me of blasphemy? When you

are performing penance for someone who isn’t even

penitent? It’s a disgrace, the selling of penances to

--

VIRGINIA

There was no money changing hands.

LIVIA

Wasn’t there? Who has kept this damned convent --

VIRGINIA

Don’t say that!
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LIVIA

-- from starvation? He sends money, you say his

prayers, and you wonder why people think the church is

corrupt.

VIRGINIA

Please don’t say that!

LIVIA

Why not? It’s the truth.

VIRGINIA

You want to run off and join the Lutherans or the

Anglicans?

LIVIA

I want you to say that you understand how twisted and

wrong this is!

VIRGINIA

It isn’t.

LIVIA

It is.

VIRGINIA

Isn’t.

LIVIA

Is.

VIRGINIA

It isn’t!

They have a moment of realising they’re being

stupid and then start laughing simultaneously.

LIVIA

But seriously, you know it’s not right, don’t you?

VIRGINIA

It’s not ... ideal ...

LIVIA

Ha.

VIRGINIA

But the convent has to have money to run and father is

very generous.

LIVIA

Galileo is only generous to appease his guilt for

locking us away.
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VIRGINIA

That’s not --

LIVIA

We were children when he sent us here.

VIRGINIA

Yes. But what has that got to do with --

LIVIA

He’s been rotten from the beginning.

VIRGINIA

He wasn’t so bad. This life isn’t so bad.

LIVIA

He sent us away. We grew up behind walls.

VIRGINIA

He hasn’t been like some fathers. He was never violent

or --

LIVIA

He has abandoned us, neglected us, left us alone in the

world. We barely know our mother.

VIRGINIA

We have --

LIVIA

The Mother Superior doesn’t count. You were helping him

in his work until we were sent here. You used to love

that stupid telescope and stars and measurements.

VIRGINIA

I still do.

LIVIA

Then why aren’t you angry? He has taken everything. Our

futures. Our hopes. He takes your prayers for his

penance. He send you his damn shirts --

VIRGINIA

Don’t swear.

LIVIA

-- to mend, for God’s sake.

VIRGINIA

No one is asking you to say the penance or mend the

shirts.
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LIVIA

No, you just think I should write to him like a dutiful

daughter. And I’m telling you I’m not going to do it.

VIRGINIA

But --

LIVIA

What could I say?

She picks up a letter that’s randomly lying

around.

What have you written? "My dearest Lord and Father ..."

Could you be any more eager to lick his boots and kiss

his arse? He’s not Jesus Christ.

VIRGINIA

I know that. It’s called respect.

LIVIA

"My grief over your sufferings has been heavy indeed.

With all your knowledge and understanding of celestial

matters, your years of careful study and observation,

to be treated thus!" Oh, please. As if he doesn’t feel

sorry enough for himself.

VIRGINIA

He needs to feel supported.

LIVIA

"If only you could observe my heart, my soul and my

life in the same superlative detail with which you

observe the heavens. Then you would know how deeply I

long to serve you, to care for you, to write you more

often." More often? More often than every few days?

VIRGINIA

Of course it sounds silly when you read it like that.

LIVIA

No, it sounds silly because it is silly. You’ve always

been silly about him.

VIRGINIA

I have tried to do my duty as a daughter.

LIVIA

You’ve tried to be all things to all people - the

perfect daughter, the perfect nun.

VIRGINIA

In a way, I suppose, but isn’t that what we do? Isn’t

that what women are supposed to do?
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LIVIA

"Sister Angelica has been unwell, and --" What?

VIRGINIA

He asked.

LIVIA

You lied! Again.

VIRGINIA

I did penance for the lie. And he needs to feel loved!

He needs to know that he is important, that he is

valued.

LIVIA

No one ’needs’ to have their ego stroked the way that

you do his. You always write the same letter, just with

a few words changed. You’re always trying to make him

feel like he’s the king of the universe.

VIRGINIA

That’s not what I --

LIVIA

He seems to think that you have nothing to do here but

pray for him and write to him and manage his household

from afar. He has no idea that you also have work here,

that you scrub and clean and cook and --

VIRGINIA

He does not need to think of such things. His need is

presently greater than mine.

LIVIA

Is it? Is it really?

VIRGINIA

It is. He is more ... sensitive.

LIVIA

I don’t think that --

VIRGINIA

Which is why I want you to write, just a few lines, to

let him know that you are --

LIVIA

I won’t do it, Ginny.

VIRGINIA

Okay.

A short pause.

(MORE)
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VIRGINIA (cont’d)
I’m going to write. I’m going to keep writing to him.

And I’m probably going to send him a loaf of bread next

week. And if he sends me his shirts, I’m going to mend

them and launder them and send them back.

LIVIA

I know you are.

Another short pause.

It makes me furious how much you love him.

VIRGINIA

Why?

LIVIA

After all he did to you ...

VIRGINIA

If it doesn’t bother me, why does it bother you?

LIVIA

Because it should bother you! Because everything he did

to you, he did to me too. And if you don’t care for

yourself, you should care for me!

VIRGINIA

He has had his ... faults ...

LIVIA

Hmm.

VIRGINIA

But he was also good to me. I remember him drawing

pictures to explain the movement of the planets, taking

me by the hand to show me how to use a telescope --

LIVIA

He never did any of that with me.

VIRGINIA

Maybe not.

LIVIA

He never writes me letters telling me I’m his dearest

daughter, or asking about paradoxes or --

VIRGINIA

Parallax. It means --

LIVIA

I don’t care! It could be parallax or parakeets or a

pair of trousers and it wouldn’t make a difference to

(MORE)
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LIVIA (cont’d)
me. He never talked to me about any of those things

like he talked to you. But even if he did, that

wouldn’t make up for leaving us here to rot.

VIRGINIA

But Angelica --

LIVIA

I have been by your side since he abandoned us. I have

sat by your side when you were sick --

VIRGINIA

And made me better with your potions. You really are

wonderful with --

LIVIA

I have prayed for you and cared for you and worried for

you. And you still value those letters more than me.

VIRGINIA

That’s not true!

LIVIA

Isn’t it?

VIRGINIA

I can love you and love him as well.

LIVIA

No, you can’t.

VIRGINIA

But I do.

LIVIA

Well, you need to choose. I won’t have the leftovers of

your love for him.

VIRGINIA

Sister Angelica --

LIVIA

My name is Livia.

VIRGINIA

But, Angelica --

LIVIA

(really angry)

I said, my name is Livia!

A silence. Virgina tries to touch Livia, but Livia

won’t have it.
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VIRGINIA

I’m sorry, Livia.

LIVIA

What for?

VIRGINIA

I’m sorry for all your pain and your hurt and

disappointment. I’m so sorry.

LIVIA

Are you still apologising on his behalf?

VIRGINIA

No, I ... Well, I suppose I am.

LIVIA

You’re not sorry that you love him? Or that you give

him the best of everything that you are? Or that you

keep pushing me to forgive him?

VIRGINIA

No, I’m not sorry about those things.

LIVIA

Okay.

VIRGINIA

Does that mean you forgive him?

LIVIA

No, it means that I accept that you do.

VIRGINIA

But --

LIVIA

No, Ginny, that’s --

VIRGINIA

That’s not my name.

LIVIA

It is.

VIRGINIA

You want to be called Livia, by me, when we’re alone,

that’s fine. I’ll respect your wishes. But then you

need to respect mine. I’m not Virginia. I’m Sister

Maria Celeste.
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LIVIA

But --

VIRGINIA

That’s fair.

LIVIA

Yes, I suppose it is.

A pause in which they’re trying to decide whether

or not to delve deeper.

VIRGINIA

But Ang ... Livia ... I want you to be happy. Do you

think --

LIVIA

You have to get back to those penitential psalms if

you’re going to finished before supper.

VIRGINIA

(sighs)

"I am like the deaf, who cannot hear."

LIVIA

I wish I could be deaf sometimes, when you’re praying

for him.

VIRGINIA

"Like the mute, who cannot speak ..."

LIVIA

If only.

VIRGINIA

"I have become like one who does not hear, whose mouth

can offer no reply."

LIVIA

No replies from you - I can only dream.

VIRGINIA

"Lord, I wait for you; you will answer, Lord my God."

LIVIA

Oh, God.
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ACT 4 - THE FIFTY-FIRST PSALM

Virginia is kneeling in a small, spartan cell. She

in praying in front of an open book.

VIRGINIA

"Have mercy on me, O God, according to your unfailing

love; according to your great compassion blot out my

transgressions. Wash away all my iniquity and cleanse

me from my sin. For I know my transgressions ..."

She takes a deep breath.

"I know my transgressions ... and my sin is always

before me."

I’m trying. Really, Lord, I’m trying. I know I’m not

supposed to be saying penance for my own sin, I’m

supposed to be saying penance for him.

"I know my transgressions ... and my sin is always

before me."

But I can’t help it. I can’t stop my sin from coming

back, over and over again. I’m just sad. I’m unhappy,

and I don’t want to be unhappy. I’m angry and I’m not

grateful for my blessings. I know that’s not right, but

I don’t know how to stop feeling this way.

"Against you, you only, have I sinned and done what is

evil in your sight; so you are right in your verdict

and justified when you judge."

I know I’m wrong. I know I need to change. And I can’t

do it. I don’t know how to fix myself. I’ve tried. I’ve

really tried. I’ve tried to do the right thing. I’ve

tried to do the right thing for my father, for my

sister, for all my sisters. And I’m never as good as I

want to be. And no matter how hard I try, things never

turn out well. I keep doing the right things, but it

never changes how I feel. I’m starting to think it’s

not a problem with how hard I try ... maybe it’s a

problem with me. Maybe I’m just wrong. Broken?

"Surely I was sinful at birth, sinful from the time my

mother conceived me."

Is that the problem? Is the problem that we were cursed

from birth because our parents were not married? Do you

hate us, God, because of that? Will you hate us

forever?

Do you hate me as much as I hate my sister?

I didn’t mean it, I swear I didn’t mean it! I don’t

hate her. I’m just ... I just sometimes get angry at

(MORE)
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VIRGINIA (cont’d)
her. I just sometimes ... I wish she had never been

born. I wish she didn’t have to live with me here.

Lord, can you imagine how much better a nun I would be

if I didn’t have to deal with her? I could be so much

more patient. I could be so much more generous. I could

give more to the poor. I could give more to my father,

if she weren’t always talking, always stirring up

feelings in my heart.

I don’t know why I hate her and I love him. I don’t

know why I can’t love her as much as I love him. But I

just can’t.

"Yet you desired truth even in the womb; you --"

Truth? You want faithfulness and truth? The truth is

that sometimes, in my inward parts, I hate you for

giving me a sister to look after. I sometimes hate you

for making my father suffer. If there is suffering in

this family, it is surely your fault. Who else had the

power to make my father marry my mother? Who else had

the power to stop us being sent away? Who else had the

power to prevent judgement against my father?

Only you. Only you.

It’s not fair! You demand goodness from us and do not

show any yourself. You torture us with our consciences,

but seem to have none yourself. You give us words, but

no proofs. Just words.

"You taught me wisdom in that secret place."

Will you make me know wisdom? Do you have wisdom to

give me? Do you have knowledge? Do you have

goodness? If you do, then I want to see it. I want to

see it in my life. I want some of that wisdom and

goodness that you’re supposed to have.

Lord, can you give me wisdom? Can you please fix this?

Can you take her away? Can you make be a better person?

Can you make it easier for me to be the kind of person

who pleases you?

Please? I want to be better.

"Cleanse me with ..."

Maybe I should go back to the beginning of the Psalm if

I have not said it in the proper spirit.

"Have mercy on me, O God, according to your unfailing

love; according to your great compassion blot out my

(MORE)
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VIRGINIA (cont’d)
transgressions. Wash away all my iniquity and cleanse

me from my sin ...
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ACT 5 - THE HUNDRED AND SECOND PSALM

Virginia is kneeling in a small, spartan cell. She

in praying in front of an open book. Enter Livia.

VIRGINIA

"Do not hide your face from me when I am in trouble."

LIVIA

We’ve got trouble. I’ve just heard that --

VIRGINIA

What’s happened? Is father okay?

LIVIA

That’s what you care about?

VIRGINIA

He’s old and frail and the trial took a toll on his --

LIVIA

I haven’t heard anything about him. That’s not what I

meant.

VIRGINIA

All right. What is it, then?

LIVIA

I just spoke to Sister Giovanna. She’s asked me to step

aside.

VIRGINIA

What? Why? What did you do?

LIVIA

I didn’t do anything!

VIRGINIA

Then what?

LIVIA

She doesn’t want to be associated with him!

VIRGINIA

Who?

LIVIA

With --

VIRGINIA

Father. Oh.
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LIVIA

So she doesn’t want me there at the moment.

VIRGINIA

But that’s not fair! I’ll talk to her. I’ll talk to the

Reverend Mother. She’ll make Sister Giovanna see

reason. They can’t --

LIVIA

They can. Sister Giovanna can. It’s her infirmary, and

she thinks he’s a heretic.

VIRGINIA

That doesn’t have anything to do with you! You don’t

believe what he believes.

LIVIA

I know that, and you know that!

VIRGINIA

You hate him!

LIVIA

I don’t hate him.

VIRGINIA

Oh?

LIVIA

I ... I despise him.

VIRGINIA

Right. Well, everyone knows that you don’t write to him

and you don’t --

LIVIA

She doesn’t want anything to do with the Galileo

family. She says it doesn’t lend any credibility to her

work.

VIRGINIA

I’ll speak to her! I’ll --

LIVIA

You can’t.

VIRGINIA

I can. And I’ll have father write to the Reverend --

LIVIA

No!
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VIRGINIA

But --

LIVIA

I said, no.

VIRGINIA

I’m sorry.

LIVIA

I don’t know anything about astronomy! I don’t care

about parallax or charts or mathematics or orbits, and

now I’m tarred with the same brush as ...

VIRGINIA

I’m sorry, Sister ... Livia. I’m sorry. I wish I could

fix it for you.

LIVIA

Maybe you can.

VIRGINIA

What? How?

LIVIA

Stop writing to him. Don’t do his penance. Then

everyone will know that --

VIRGINIA

What? I can’t do that!

LIVIA

You can. Then they’ll all know that we don’t belong to

him, they’ll know we’re not heretics like him --

VIRGINIA

He’s not a heretic! And he supports this nunnery and --

LIVIA

He’s abandoned us here. And he’s still causing us more

and more trouble and pain. But it can stop if you --

VIRGINIA

It’s his eternal soul! I know you ... don’t like him,

but would you endanger his immortal soul?

LIVIA

He can say his own penance. It might even be good for

him to say his own penance; did you ever think of that?

It might make him more thoughtful, it might draw him

closer to God.
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VIRGINIA

But I have a sacred duty!

LIVIA

To him?

VIRGINIA

Yes, to him!

LIVIA

Not to me?

VIRGINIA

Yes, to you as well, of course, but --

LIVIA

You won’t do it?

VIRGINIA

I can’t.

LIVIA

You won’t. Tell me the truth.

VIRGINIA

I won’t because I don’t think it’s the right thing to

do.

LIVIA

But you don’t even think he’s right! You don’t think

his theories are right. You like the other theories

better - the theories of Tyler --

VIRGINIA

Tycho Brahe.

LIVIA

Whatever. You don’t think he’s right. So why are you

sticking by him?

VIRGINIA

Because it’s the right thing to do. Because I love him.

Because he’s been good to us. Because he’s our father.

LIVIA

But --

VIRGINIA

I can’t ... I won’t forget my duty to him. Right or

wrong, I won’t abandon him.
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LIVIA

But you’ll abandon me.

VIRGINIA

It’s not like that.

LIVIA

Maybe I should leave.

VIRGINIA

That’s fine, if you want to come back when you’re

calmer, we can --

LIVIA

No, I mean leave. Leave this whole place.

VIRGINIA

You can’t leave the convent.

LIVIA

Why not?

VIRGINIA

You made a vow!

LIVIA

What is the value of a vow that was not freely given?

What does a vow mean when the thing I promised myself

to is ruining me?

VIRGINIA

But --

LIVIA

Other women are leaving convents.

VIRGINIA

They’re Protestants! And they are heretics.

LIVIA

Are they?

VIRGINIA

And what would you do? Where would you go? Who would

look after you?

LIVIA

I could look after myself.

VIRGINIA

Women who start out by saying that usually end up --
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LIVIA

I don’t care!

VIRGINIA

Well, I do!

LIVIA

It’s not your business to care about what I do if you

don’t care about me.

VIRGINIA

But I do, I do care about you.

LIVIA

Not enough to stop saying his penance.

VIRGINIA

Wait, is that what this is? You’re threatening me? If I

don’t do what you want, then you’ll ruin both our lives

by running off and living like a whore?

LIVIA

It was good enough for our mother.

VIRGINIA

Our mother was not a ...

LIVIA

It doesn’t matter whether she was or she wasn’t -

everyone thinks she was.

VIRGINIA

I don’t think so.

LIVIA

Just like everyone thinks we’re nothing.

VIRGINIA

I don’t think that, either.

LIVIA

And if I’m nothing, it doesn’t matter what I do.

VIRGINIA

It matters.

LIVIA

Why does it matter? Because I might go to hell?

VIRGINIA

Well, there’s that. But it matters anyway. It just

matters.
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LIVIA

People are saying that nothing matters any more. If

father is right, or even if your Danish Tyrone is right

--

VIRGINIA

Tycho Brahe.

LIVIA

If they’re right, then we humans are nothing. We’re not

the centre of the universe, we’re not the centre of

God’s eye, we’re nothing.

VIRGINIA

Well, the Tychonic theory says that --

LIVIA

It’s all theories! But they’re all theories that say

that we don’t matter. And of all the people in the

world, two poor bastard nuns matter less than anyone

else.

VIRGINIA

That’s not true.

LIVIA

Isn’t it? We’re not important in Italy. We’re not

important in the world. We’re not important in the

universe. We don’t matter.

VIRGINIA

We do, we matter! We matter to each other.

LIVIA

How can you say that when you don’t even love me?

VIRGINIA

That’s not true.

LIVIA

You wish I had never been born. I know.

VIRGINIA

Ang -- Livia, that’s not --

LIVIA

Don’t lie to me.

VIRGINIA

I --
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LIVIA

Are you the world’s worst nun?

VIRGINIA

What?

LIVIA

You hate your sister, you have chosen your father who

has been condemned --

VIRGINIA

Just ... scolded.

LIVIA

He has been condemned by the church, and you choose him

over your family, your faith and your --

VIRGINIA

That is not true.

LIVIA

You don’t even deserve to be a bride of Christ.

VIRGINIA

What?

LIVIA

You heard me. You don’t deserve to be a nun. You don’t

deserve to be anything at all.

VIRGINIA

What about you?

LIVIA

What about me? I don’t want this life. I don’t care if

I’m a bad nun.

VIRGINIA

You don’t care if you’re a bad nun, but you still have

pride.

LIVIA

Pride? What do I have to be proud of? No money, no

status, no marriage or children or --

VIRGINIA

Those aren’t things that you care about. You only care

about yourself.

LIVIA

Maybe because I’m the only one who cares about me at

all.
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VIRGINIA

You think you deserve so much more than this. You think

you’re better than this. You think you’re better than

me. But you’re not.

LIVIA

I don’t think --

VIRGINIA

This life is no better than you deserve. This is too

good for you. You’re not smarter than this, you’re not

more virtuous than this, you’re not --

LIVIA

I understand what you’re saying.

Silence.

VIRGINIA

I --

LIVIA

You think --

VIRGINIA

No, not really. I’m --

LIVIA

Don’t worry about it.

VIRGINIA

I’ve always tried to --

LIVIA

I know.

VIRGINIA

Then you --

LIVIA

Doesn’t mean --

VIRGINIA

I’m sorry.

LIVIA

Don’t worry about it.

Livia leaves.

VIRGINIA

"Do not hide your face from me when I am in distress."

Oh, dear.
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ACT 6 - THE HUNDRED AND THIRTIETH PSALM

Livia is kneeling in a small, spartan cell. She in

praying in front of an open book and a crucifix.

LIVIA

"Out of the depths I cry to you, Lord."

(to the crucifix)

I’ve been told that you know about the depths.

Supposedly, you know what it’s like to suffer. Why do

you keep insisting that the rest of us keep suffering,

too?

You’ve taken everything! My family, my sister, my work,

my ... I know, Lord, I know, it’s not you that’s taken

it away. It’s that man. It’s Galileo. But ... you let

him. Well, maybe you didn’t exactly let him, but you

let it all happen. And you did nothing to stop him.

Nothing. There was no punishment for him.

Okay, Lord, I know that’s not true, I know he was

chastised by the church for his affair, I know he has

now been reprimanded ... but whatever his suffering is,

it cannot be worse than what he has done to me. To us.

Lord, I know you suffered. But I want you know that by

suffering, by accepting your suffering, you were

setting a precedent. Did you want to set a precedent?

You made it possible for all suffering innocents who

came after you to be silenced in your name. We were

told that Christ suffered nobly and we should, too. Was

that your plan? Because if so, it’s a terrible plan.

It’s not a comfort to me to know that you suffered.

It’s a curse. It’s a curse because I am supposed to

follow you in your suffering, meek and mild, like a

lamb to the slaughter. And that’s not fair. Your

suffering was supposed to redeem the world. My

suffering is invisible to the world, and it

accomplishes nothing. It’s not fair for you to make me

suffer just because you did.

I know that Christ said that God sees the sparrows when

they fall. But that doesn’t stop the sparrow from

falling, does it? And it does no good to the sparrow to

know that her fall is watched if the watcher does

nothing to prevent the fall or soften the blow. There

is no use in you watching from a distance as we stumble

and fall and bleed. You knowing doesn’t help; it just

makes it worse to know that you see, and you could

help, you but you don’t.

(MORE)
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LIVIA (cont’d)
I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I know I shouldn’t have said

that, I shouldn’t keep saying things like that. I

certainly shouldn’t have said it to Sister Giovanna ...

but I’m doing penance now, so that makes up for it.

Well, maybe I shouldn’t have said anything. But I would

like some kind of answer. I’d like to know why you are

so silent. Is that too much to ask?

I want to believe. I want to believe that you are

there, and that you are good. I want to believe that

there is good in the universe, and that it makes up for

all the bad. But I don’t see it and I don’t feel it and

there is no mathematics and no proof that will show it

to me. I don’t even understand calculations, so I’m

going need some kind of sign.

"Lord, hear my voice. Let your ears be attentive to my

cry for mercy."

So please, I am asking you - if you are good, if you

care about poor creatures, can you find some way to let

me know? I just want to know, one way or the other. I

don’t think you care at all. But my sister thinks you

dos, and if she is right, then I want to know for sure.

If she’s wrong, I won’t tell her. She can have her

beliefs in a loving God, she can keep that, I won’t

spoil it for her. But I just want to know the truth.

Please.

I think I could bear it if it turns out your not true

or good or caring. I could bear that better than I can

bear this silence, this nothingness, this emptyness

when I pray.

"If you, Lord, kept a record of sins, Lord, who could

stand? But with you there is forgiveness, so that we

can, with reverence, serve you."

I don’t actually want forgiveness, Lord. I don’t think

so. What I actually want is to be able to forgive you.

I think that would help. If I had enough mercy in me to

forgive you for being so silent and cold and empty all

the time.

But then, Virigina always says that I would wither and

die if I didn’t have someone to be angry with. So maybe

I need you to keep being silent and cold and empty, so

I can keep being angry.

But it’s very tiring being angry all the time. I think

I’d rather have something to be happy about, something

(MORE)
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LIVIA (cont’d)
to rejoice in and give my heart to. Something that made

me feel loved. Sometimes I’d even be okay with it if

it’s a lie, as long as I can feel cared for.

But I don’t know what your plan is. I don’t know what

I’m doing here. I’m just waiting to find out what more

powerful people decree I should do.

"I wait for the Lord, my whole being waits and in his

word I put my hope. I wait for the Lord, more than

watchmen wait for the morning. More than watching wait

for the morning."
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ACT 7 - THE HUNDRED AND FORTY THIRD PSALM

Virginia is kneeling in a small, spartan cell. She

in praying in front of an open book.

VIRGINIA

"I spread out my hands to you; I thirst for you like a

parched land."

Enter Livia.

"Answer me quickly, Lord; my spirit fails. Do not hide

your face from me or I will be like those who go down

to the pit."

She turns to Livia.

Do you need something?

LIVIA

I can wait till you’re done.

VIRGINIA

No, go ahead. I shouldn’t pray the penitential psalms

when you’re here.

LIVIA

What? Why?

VIRGINIA

You don’t like it. I won’t stop, but I don’t have to do

it in front of you.

LIVIA

I see. You’re a good person, much better than me, but

--

VIRGINIA

Oh, no, Livia, no, that’s not true.

LIVIA

It is. You’re a good nun and I’m just --

VIRGINIA

You’re a good nun. A good healer.

LIVIA

But if it’s my calling, then why is it being taken away

from me? Why is it being taken away from me by you and

by him and by God?

VIRGINIA

I don’t know. I don’t know.
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LIVIA

Don’t I matter? Am I just a speck of dust in the

universe, being brushed off the shoulder of more

important people and things?

VIRGINIA

No. No, you’re ... you’re a bright, beautiful, heavenly

being. You’re --

LIVIA

No, I’m not. I’m nothing. We’re nothing. We don’t

matter. That’s why people are upset about Galileo’s

theories, right? Because the theories say that we don’t

matter because we’re not at the centre of the universe.

Maybe that’s right.

VIRGINIA

No. No, it’s not right.

LIVIA

But --

VIRGINIA

I’ve been thinking about it. And I think it’s like

parallax.

LIVIA

Not this again. I didn’t understand the first time.

VIRGINIA

No, really. It’s like this ...

She gets one person out of the audience.

Like, if this person represents the sun, you represent

the earth, and I represent the north star.

LIVIA

Right, and if the earth goes around --

VIRGINIA

If the earth goes around the sun, then why don’t we see

the north star move?

LIVIA

Right. Why? Did you figure it out?

VIRGINIA

What? No, of course not. I’m not an astronomer.

LIVIA

But you could be, if --
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VIRGINIA

I don’t know why I don’t see the north star move. But I

think I know why I don’t see God move.

LIVIA

All right, why?

VIRGINIA

We always think of God as far away. Like the north

star. But what if God is close? Really close? Close

enough that he moves with us?

She demonstrates by holding hands with Livia as

they moves around the sun.

What if that’s why we don’t see a change? Because we

matter so much, God is so close, that it appears as if

he doesn’t move? Because he moves with us.

LIVIA

You think God moves with us?

VIRGINIA

(to the ’sun’ volunteer)

You can sit down. Thank you.

(to Livia)

I don’t care if the universe is so big that we are

nothing more than specks of dust on a speck of dust.

Because God is close and you are close and so I am

seen. I am known. And that’s enough.

LIVIA

That’s enough for you?

VIRGINIA

It is.

LIVIA

I don’t know if it’s enough for me.

VIRGINIA

We matter. We matter to God and God is close. You

matter to me, you matter to God, so you matter. You

matter because you are my beautiful sister. You matter

because you have something to offer. You matter because

you are --

LIVIA

I thought you hated me.

VIRGINIA

Well --
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LIVIA

Really.

VIRGINIA

I thought I did, too. But I don’t.

LIVIA

Really?

VIRGINIA

Really.

LIVIA

You think I matter?

VIRGINIA

I know you do. You are a solid body, a person with mass

and thought and love and gifts. You matter.

LIVIA

You know, sometimes you’re not such a bad nun.

Sometimes you give good advice.

VIRGINIA

Don’t say that.

LIVIA

Why not? I’m not being sarcastic; I mean it this time.

VIRGINIA

But I ... I sometimes wonder.

LIVIA

Wonder what?

VIRGINIA

I wonder if I’m any good at it. Maybe I’m just here

because it’s the only place that will have me. It’s the

only place that can’t get rid of me that easily.

LIVIA

You’re a nun.

VIRGINIA

I know I am, but --

LIVIA

No, not just because you’ve said your vows. You are a

nun. This is what you are. This is what you do.

VIRGINIA

But I make so many mistakes and I --
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LIVIA

We all do. Everyone does. But you do okay. You matter,

too.

VIRGINIA

I ... thanks. Maybe we don’t matter to anyone except

each other, but I think that counts.

LIVIA

You’re not going to say we matter to God?

VIRGINIA

That, too. Of course.

LIVIA

Of course. But we’ll probably be entirely forgotten by

people in this town. By history.

VIRGINIA

Probably. I won’t be the first woman astronomer, and I

probably won’t be the Mother Superior who reforms the

church.

LIVIA

I don’t think I’ll ever be a physician.

VIRGINIA

But we can still be part of something. We can still --

LIVIA

We can still do some good, I know. We can still do some

healing and praying and helping. I understand.

VIRGINIA

But it’s frustrating, isn’t it? Just a little bit.

LIVIA

What?

VIRGINIA

The limitations.

LIVIA

What?

VIRGINIA

The limitations of being a woman. Even though we have

freedom as nuns that many other women wouldn’t have,

it’s still just a little bit frustrating.

LIVIA

What?
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VIRGINIA

Surely you understand my meaning. We have certain --

LIVIA

No, I just didn’t think I would ever hear you say

anything like that. Out loud. In front of another

living person.

VIRGINIA

Well, it is true. And it’s how I feel.

LIVIA

Wow.

VIRGINIA

I say how I feel all the time!

LIVIA

All right.

VIRGINIA

I think I will have a word to the Mother Superior about

you working with Sister Giovanna. She will be discreet.

LIVIA

If you’re sure ... Okay.

VIRGINIA

I mean, I can’t promise that --

LIVIA

I know. You know, maybe we will never be famous, but

maybe we can smooth the path for our daughters who --

VIRGINIA

Daughters?!

LIVIA

You know, the next generation of women. Maybe one of

them will be a doctor, or an astronomer.

VIRGINIA

I must get back to prayers. This is too much excitement

for one day.

LIVIA

Excitement? Two nuns, sitting in a cell? Excitement?

VIRGINIA

Excitement isn’t just kings and wars and planets.

Excitement is what happens in our hearts. It’s --
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LIVIA

I know. I understand.

VIRGINIA

Okay.

LIVIA

Hurry up then.

VIRGINIA

"Let the morning bring me word of your unfailing love,

for I have put my trust in you. Show me the way I

should go, for to you I entrust my life."


